
SCHMALSPUR-MODULBAUGRUPPE 

Besucher-Information 

Dear Visitor! 
  

Our model railway layout represents many hours of spare time work and the individual 

modules are all privately-owned.  In order to avoid damage to the often-fragile modules or 

their structures, please do not touch any part of the layout nor place your possessions on 

the modules. 

If you are visiting the exhibition with children, we hope that you will enjoy the fascination of 

our model railways together with them: could you please accompany young children at all 

times and generally ensure that all children understand that these are valuable and delicate 

scale models and must not be touched or picked up like ordinary toys.  Thanks for your 

cooperation. 

Please feel free to take photographs.  If you would like to, please send your photos to us by 

e-mail at office@schmalspur-modulbaugruppe.at . And do take the opportunity to visit our 

homepage. There you will find details of our future events, including when and where we 

will be exhibiting our modules and models. Various search headings cover the vegetation, 

figures, vehicles, etc. to be found on our modules, which contribute so much to the integrity 

of the layout. 

Members of our group bear all the costs of mounting the exhibitions ourselves.  We pay for 

our travel, accommodation and meal costs as well as those of preparing information and 

similar material out of our own pockets.  We do this in order to avoid charging our visitors 

any entrance fee and are very grateful for all donations which visitors are able to make, as 

these enable the association to mount shows for the public to visit even more often. 

It is really important for us to share the joy of the model railway hobby with others. So, if 

you have any questions, want to share your own model or prototype railway experiences or 

just want to chat with us, please simply introduce yourself to one of our members: we all 

wear name badges to make this easier. 

Do you or your children want to simulate being a train driver? No Problem. We would ask 

children to help us understand their existing railway/line knowledge by filling out a simple 

questionnaire. We have only a limited number of train sets suitable for new drivers, so 

please be patient if one and a teaching driver are not immediately available. Rest assured 

that we will be as quick as possible. 

If you would like to talk with us in English, please make contact with Mrs. Joan Atkinson, 

one of Club 399’s English supporters. She also has a working knowledge of German, so 

can help contribute to better mutual understanding! 
  

And now we wish you a very pleasurable visit to our exhibition,”5 

years SLB mode – 115 years Pinzgaubahn, a journey through time”. 
  

Schmalspur-Modulbaugruppe 

Club 399 Pinzgau-Bahn 


